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CRYPTYK SUMMARY
Cryptyk is building a decentralized cyber-security and file storage platform for the massive enterprise cloud
market. Cryptyk’s technology combines low latency decentralized cloud storage with immutable blockchain
security auditing to deliver the worlds first complete security and storage solution for enterprise applications.
Unlike conventional multi-vendor solutions this revolutionary new technology does not try to prevent hackers
from accessing critical user data. Instead the decentralized platform ensures that anything stolen is useless to
the hacker and leaves an auditable trail. Hence Cryptyk technology removes the profit from hacking while
increases the risk for the hacker. The primary advantages of this solution for enterprise customers include;
•
•
•
•
•

The first single vendor cloud security and storage solution that replaces 3-4 existing cloud vendors.
Complete protection against external, internal, viral, surveillance and operational security threats.
24/7/365 operational reliability leveraging redundant storage nodes across the major cloud providers.
Fast access latency for real time applications such as live editing (100x faster than blockchain storage).
> 50% reduction in security and storage costs via $10 - $25 per user per month SaaS product suite.

Cryptyk is the secure cloud storage & file sharing platform ideal for banking, legal and healthcare environments.

CRYPTYK TOKEN SALE: status as of Oct 1
The Cryptyk Token Sale is offering 250 million CTK Tokens for sale to the crypto-investor community. Originally,
we allotted 100 million CTK for the current pre-sale round (priced at US$0.10 each) and 150 million CTK for the
public sale round scheduled for November 28 (priced at US$0.125 each). We have now reached our original softcap of 100 million CTK purchased for the pre-sale round. However, due to uncertain market conditions, we have
decided to expand the pre-sale allotment to 200 million CTK and reduce the public sale allotment to 50 million
CTK. And now we have also released a pro rata bonus note offer that is ideal for today’s uncertain ETH market.

PRO RATA BONUS NOTE: guarantees Nov 28 ETH price
- Are you a professional investor waiting for the ETH price to rebound before investing in another Token Sale?
- Do you think that the anticipated ETH rebound will occur by the end of November?
- If you answered yes then our “Pro Rata Bonus Note” is your ideal token sale investment in today’s market.
→ Upside guarantee of future ETH price rises with downside protection against future ETH price falls

HOW IT WORKS
(1) Purchase Cryptyk Tokens (CTK) today with ETH and be issued CTK valued using the current ETH / USD
exchange price, plus a legal note that is convertible into additional bonus CTK after November 28, 2018.
(2) If the ETH price increases by Nov 28 your note will convert into bonus CTK equal to the proportional difference
in ETH price between your purchase date and Nov 28, as a percentage of purchased CTK. If there is no CTK
allotment left for bonuses then you will be refunded the price difference in ETH. Either way you purchase CTK
at the Nov 28 price for ETH (guaranteed purchase price is ETH price published COB Nov 28 on coindesk.com).
(3) If the ETH price decreases by Nov 28 then you simply keep your CTK purchased at the current ETH price. In
this case you will have purchased CTK during the pre-sale at an ETH price higher than the Nov 28 ETH price,
making your purchase a smart hedge against future ETH price falls (CTK price is fixed until after public sale).
Note: Minimum purchase for pro rata bonus note = 200 ETH (contact us at bonus@cryptyk.com to apply)

